



	Text14: 2 Cuttress Avenue Inverloch
	Text16: We purchased our property in early 2015 to retire away from Melbourne and for the past two years resided at our property permanently having sold our previous home.The "estate' in this area was developed in the 1970's and the zoning in this area  is Residential not Commercial.
There is already a vibrant business area within central Inverloch with shops, restaurants and two existing hotels which more than adequately serves the local rate-paying residents.and the seasonal tourists. We are not against progress provided it is managed appropriately with due consideration to the existing area and its residents..
The proposed changes within the permit seek to extend the trading hours by one hour each day. Currently the late night noise from drunken patrons leaving the premises on Friday & Saturday nights who then slowly move in groups into the residential zone immediately across the street from the premises is already intolerable and quite frankly frightening from a personal safety perspective.
The extension of hours and the sale of off premises liquor potentially for consumption outside could only exacerbate the existing problem. We are not against the sale of packaged liquor but the hours for sale should be restricted to 8pm.at the latest.  
Live music is an issue if there are live groups not acoustic duos as promoted in the proposal and council reps will not be on site to ensure compliance after any approval.  
	Text17: This permit is being strategically progressed with an ultimate aim of establishing a hotel rather than a restaurant in a Residential zone which could devalue property in the area. The next permit request will be to extend further the hours of operation.
Increased traffic (and car parking) degrading our local roads and increasing noise levels in a quiet and peaceful locale.
It is already difficult to sleep at night particularly after 11pm particularly on Friday and Saturday nights with the existing hours plus our personal and property safety concerns.
The sale of packaged alcohol up to closing time provides an opportunity to consume additional alcohol in a public and residential area which is illegal.. 
Regular live music not fully contained inside and outside  will impact our right to reasonable solitude after 10pm in a Residential zone.  
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